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Model Diameter 
Blade Max Dimensions Cutting 

depth Working Table Supply Weight

                 
(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

S-R100 Ø 550 1040x1000x1230 185
Partly-Sliding 
Working Table 860x360

Cardan - PTO
94

Three-point Linkage-Side

made in italy

Optional

     Wheels

Optional

Device for 
   Sharpening
        Wood

The machine S-R100 is part of  the family of  
Rosselli sliding protective device saw benches. 
The machine S-R100 is designed for all who 
demands solidity, longevity and safety at a 
quite cheap price. This machine is formed by a 
working bed having the following dimensions 
860 × 360 mm (it is called “semi-retractable 
table” by the company Rosselli) assembled on 
bearings resistant to high pressures and to the 
continuous movements which, in turn, rest on a 
further working bed. The steel disk in use has a 
Ø 550 mm and, respecting the EEC regulations 
currently in force, is protected by a cover plate. 
Even all the moving parts are provided with 
the same protection. The saw bench S-R100 is 
powered by a drive shaft and is characterized 

by a side three-points connection (the tractor will be at the right of  the 
operator), which ensures the maximal stability of  the machine during 
the cutting operations. Use this saw bench is extremely easy: it will 
be sufficient to place the trunk on the working bed, lock it by the jaw, 
i.e. the lock system, push the carriage and you’re done. In this way the 
Rosselli company wants to show its customers how easy is chopping 
wood with his machines.
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Optional

  Widia
      Blade !  Directive Machines 2006/42/CE  !

SAW STOP DEVICE 
This is composed of  an 

emergency lever that the 
operator can use in dange-
rous situations: the blade 
will come to rest within 10 

seconds although the drive-
shaft will continue to turn.


